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Abstract: The low frequency phase characteristics of microphones in a monitoring system are crucial
for characterizing large-scale natural and artificial activities—e.g., earthquakes, nuclear explosions, or
rocket launchings. At present, microphones are simultaneously calibrated using in-situ or calibrator
methods to get their phase consistency. However, the essential primary calibration, which traces their
phase sensitivity to basic physical quantities, is grossly overlooked. Recently, we speculated that the
microphone phase sensitivity is acoustically controlled by the pressure leakage and heat conduction
effects in its back chamber, which will vary at low frequencies. Therefore, by means of the FEA
(Finite Element Analysis) technique, simulations of laser pistonphone-based primary microphone
calibrations are conducted both in the frequency and time domains. The frequency domain simulation
quantifies the phase variation, while the time domain analysis helps us to understand the variation
mechanism. It is found that the low frequency phase sensitivity is greatly influenced by its geometries
and the venting state and should be pre-calibrated before serving.
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1. Introduction

In the areas of sound source localization, photo-acoustic imaging, and sound intensity
measurement, the phase characteristics of microphones are as important as their modulus
characteristics [1–4]. Nowadays, the study of low-frequency sound and infrasound is developing
rapidly, as promoted by the monitoring requirements for a wide variety of large-scale natural and
artificial activities—e.g., earthquakes, volcanos, tsunamis, nuclear explosions, supersonic jets, rocket
launchings, duct transportation, and industrial production [5–8]. All the above studies require
simultaneous measurement using the microphone monitoring system; by resolving the time differences
in acoustic signals from different microphones, the spatial localization and separation are determined.
Apparently, the phase characteristics of microphones are key to low-frequency sound and infrasound
measurements [9].

The techniques used for calibrating the phase response of the microphone mainly include the in
situ method, the loudspeaker or exciter-based calibrator, the wave guide method, the newly proposed
pressure gauge comparison method, the reciprocity method, and the laser pistonphone method.
The in situ method is widely used to get the phase consistency of microphones in the array [10,11].
However, the calibration results are only applicable to the current system layout. Once the installation
position is changed or the microphone is replaced, a recalibration is required. Moreover, due to
the free field requirement and the wind noise in the infrasound measurement, the use of the in situ
method in the infrasound range is quite limited. When multiple microphones are connected to the
loudspeaker or exciter-based calibrator, their phase consistency can be calibrated in the frequency
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range of 0.01 to 100 Hz [12–15]. Y.C. Yang of the Institute of Acoustics, Chinese Academy of Sciences,
has proposed a calibration system to calibrate the designed infrasound microphone down to 0.001 Hz.
The microphones are arranged along a circumference and connected to the sound source by pipes
of equal length so that their phase consistency is obtained [16]. More importantly, F. Larsonner et al.
studied the phase sensitivities of MB 2005 and MB3 microbarometers in the frequency range of 0.02 to
20 Hz and reported the phase leading phenomenon [15]. The wave guide method and the pressure
gauge comparison method require reference sensors to be the comparison standard [17,18]. Depending
on that, the calibrating sound pressure in the above methods is obtained experimentally from a reference
sensor but not theoretically, and thus these methods all belong to secondary calibration techniques.

The above infrasound calibration studies mainly focus on getting the phase consistency of
infrasound sensors based on the comparative (secondary) calibrations, but the primary calibration
technique is little studied. The reciprocity method as standardized in IEC (International Electrotechnical
Commission) 61094-2 [19] is the most widely accepted primary calibration technique. R. Nel et al.
studied the modulus and phase sensitivities of microphones based on the reciprocity method in the
frequency range of 1 to 100 Hz and found that the low frequency phase sensitivity is influenced more
by the coupler and microphone geometries [20]. R. Jackett et al. determined the phase sensitivity
uncertainty and found that the low-frequency uncertainty caused by the pressure leakage effect cannot
be ignored [21]. However, due to the great signal attenuation and the model inapplicability, this
method is not applicable to the wide infrasound frequency range below 1 Hz.

The laser pistonphone technique is widely used in National Metrology Institutes (NMIs)—e.g.,
the National Physical Laboratory (NPL), the National Metrology Institute of Turkey (UME), the National
Metrology Institute of Japan (NMIJ), the National Institute of Metrology, China (NIM), etc.—as a
supplement to the reciprocity method to conduct primary microphone calibrations down to even
0.001 Hz [22–25]. The laser pistonphone, as shown in Figure 1, produces a sinusoidal sound pressure
in the chamber. The time relationship between the calibrating sound pressure and the microphone
voltage output is the desired phase sensitivity of the microphone.
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Figure 1. (a) The calibration characteristics of the laser pistonphone technique. (b) Prototype of a laser 
pistonphone. 
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Figure 1. (a) The calibration characteristics of the laser pistonphone technique. (b) Prototype of a
laser pistonphone.

For the primary calibration, the calibrating sound pressure in the chamber is given by [25]

p = pLp
lc

p
hc

pwc, (1)

in which,
pL = κP0∆V/V0, (2)

p
lc
= 1/(1 + 1/ jωTa), (3)

p
hc

=
(
1 + (κ− 1)EpV

)
/κ, (4)

where pL is the lumped pistonphone model, κ is the specific heat ratio, P0 is the static pressure, 4V is
the volume variation in the chamber, and V0 is the chamber volume. plc, phc, and pwc are corrections
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for the pressure leakage, heat conduction, and wave motion effects [20–22], in which ω is the angular
frequency, Ta is the leakage time constant of the pistonphone, EpV is its temperature transfer function,
and pwc (wave motion correction) is quite small and can be omitted. It should particularly be noted
that the pressure leakage and heat conduction corrections plc and phc are both complex quantities,
which means that the calibrating sound pressure is not synchronized with the piston displacement
excitation, and so the phase difference occurs between them.

Let us further analyze the calibration process as shown in Figure 1a. The microphone is essentially
a parallel-plate capacitor enclosed by a chamber [26]. When the calibrating sound pressure excites the
diaphragm, an associating sound pressure will be generated in the back chamber. This sound pressure
will also experience pressure leakage and heat conduction effects [27], and the diaphragm deformation
of the microphone is then determined by these two sound pressures and its elasticity. Due to the above
amplitude attenuation and phase deviation of the generated sound pressures, the microphone voltage
output (equivalent to the diaphragm deformation) will not be synchronized with the calibrating sound
pressure, and so its phase sensitivity will vary at low frequencies.

However, the above considerations are only based on qualitative analysis, and the mechanism and
characteristics of the variation phenomena are hard to imagine. In this paper, by taking advantage of the
FEA (Finite Element Analysis) technique the independent phase responses of sound pressures both in
the pistonphone and the microphone are simulated considering the influence of multi-physical factors.
The phase sensitivities of the microphone when its vent is connected to the calibrating sound field or
the outside atmosphere are obtained based on a proposed joint simulation method. Both frequency
and time domain simulations are conducted to quantify the variation value of the phase sensitivity
and reveal its variation mechanism. The results verified severe phase sensitivity variations at low
frequencies, which are greatly influenced by the microphone geometries and the venting state during
calibrations. It is therefore recommended to obtain the primary phase sensitivity of the microphone
before serving.

2. Independent Pistonphone Simulation

2.1. Model Description

A membrane sealing structure-based pistonphone is designed, as shown in Figure 2 [28]. The cavity
is sealed by a silicone membrane, and the piston drives the membrane to vibrate. The cavity wall
is made of a seamless steel tube, thus satisfying the rigid wall condition, and produces stable heat
conduction. A tiny equalizing hole is opened at the end cover to achieve a static pressure equilibrium.
The lower limiting frequency of the pistonphone is about 0.01 Hz and can be further extended by
replacing the equalizing hole. All the specific parameters are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Properties of the laser pistonphone.

Item Symbol Value

Chamber radius R1 65 mm
Chamber length L1 393 mm

Chamber volume V0 5.3 × 106 mm3

Diaphragm radius R2 35 mm
Sealing seat length L2 24.2 mm

Piston radius R3 20 mm
Piston internal length L3 6 mm
Piston displacement ξpa 5 mm

Equalizing hole radius R4 0.205 mm
Equalizing hole length L4 20 mm

In the calibration process, except at constant amplitude and zero initial phase with
frequency-varying piston displacement excitation, there are pressure leakage, heat conduction, and
wave motion effects that affect the phase response between the calibrating sound pressure and the piston
displacement. Therefore, four models corresponding to the heat conduction and sealing condition,
adiabatic and sealing condition, adiabatic and leaking condition, and heat conduction and leaking
condition are respectively established in COMSOL 5.3, as shown in Figure 3. The thermoviscous
acoustics modules of both the frequency domain and the transient analysis are used to respectively get
the frequency response of the phase difference and the waveform difference between the calibrating
sound pressure and the piston displacement [29].
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It can be calculated that the temperature change caused by the generated sound pressure is less
than 0.2 °C. Thus, only the effective area of the air in the pistonphone is modeled as shown in Figure 4.
Five boundary layers are refined at the surrounding walls to simulate the heat conduction and viscosity
loss, and the other remaining area is freely divided into tetrahedral meshes.
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For two models considering the pressure leakage effect, the outer end of the equalizing hole is
connected to the atmosphere and the boundary condition is set as pend = 0 Pa. Meanwhile, for two
sealing models the outer end is closed. For the other aspect, for two models considering the heat
conduction effect, the surrounding walls are set as isothermal—that is, the temperature boundary Tt is
always 0. Meanwhile, for two adiabatic models the chamber walls are set as adiabatic—that is, the
temperature gradient −n·(−k∇Tt) = 0, where n is the normal vector.

At the initial moment, the piston stays at its equilibrium position and outputs a sinusoidal
vibration. The amplitude of the piston displacement is selected to be 5 mm, corresponding to a 150 Pa
calibrating sound pressure at ideal conditions. In the frequency domain module of COMSOL 5.3, only
the amplitude of piston velocity and not the displacement can be applied, and the sine function is set
in its background. However, the piston velocity follows the cosine law, and thus will cause severe
high-order noise at the time t = 0+. To solve this, the velocity amplitude of v = 2πf × 5 [mm] is applied,
and the simulated phase results of the calibrating sound pressure at all frequencies are consistently
subtracted by 90◦ to compensate for this model simplification.

The time domain analysis is also conducted by a transient analysis module to reveal the mechanism
of phase variation. Only the piston displacement excitation is different from the frequency domain
module, as given by v = 2π f × 5[mm] cos(2π f t).

2.2. Results

2.2.1. Results in Frequency Domain

The frequency is set from 0.1 mHz to 50 Hz and 1/3 octave for numerical simulation. A probe
is inserted at the position where the microphone is installed to get the calibrating sound pressure.
The phase difference between the calibrating sound pressure and the piston displacement is the desired
phase response of the pistonphone, as given in Figure 5, whose angle is calculated from dividing their
time difference by the calibration period and multiplying by 360◦. Note that the constant 90◦ phase
compensation has already been done.
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As shown in Figure 5, in the ideal sealing and adiabatic conditions the generated sound pressure
is exactly synchronized with the piston displacement. The heat conduction effect will cause the phase
of the sound pressure to be ahead of the piston displacement, and it works only at middle frequencies.
Meanwhile, the effect of the pressure leakage acting on the sound pressure is more obvious and will
cause the sound pressure to be 90◦ ahead of the piston displacement.

The results are clear, but the phase lead phenomenon is quite incomprehensible. Therefore,
the following transient simulation is conducted to explain this.
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2.2.2. Results in Time Domain

The transient analysis is performed at frequencies of 1 Hz, 0.1 Hz, 0.01 Hz, and 0.001 Hz. The sound
pressure waveforms in two cycles are obtained as shown in Figure 6.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, 3799 6 of 15 
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Apparently, the sound pressure in the ideal sealing and adiabatic conditions is synchronized
with the piston displacement, and thus its waveform can also characterize the waveform of the piston
displacement. Then, the phase difference between the sound pressure and the piston displacement
in other conditions can be obtained by calculating the time difference of its second peak with that of
the sealing and adiabatic condition. The first peak of the waveform is only a transition state and is
not selected.

It can be seen that the pressure leakage and heat conduction effects will cause the pressure
attenuation, and the phase of the sound pressure will be ahead of the piston displacement rather than
lagging behind. The greater the pressure decrease, the greater the phase leading. The angles of the
phase lead are calculated and marked in the legends, and the results from the transient analysis are
coincident with the frequency domain analysis.

Let us analyze the first three quarters of the first period of the leaking and heat conduction model
at 0.001 Hz, as shown in Figure 6d. When the piston sinusoidally moves to its positive extreme position,
the increase in the generated sound pressure slows down, and the severe pressure leakage effect causes
it to decrease to 0. When the piston moves from this positive extreme position to the negative position,
the air would all along be expanded from zero to negative pressure and would have no relation to the
equilibrium position of the piston. Therefore, the phase lead of the calibrating sound pressure to the
piston displacement occurs.
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3. Independent Microphone Simulation

3.1. Model Description

The microphone, as shown in Figure 7, is composed of a diaphragm and a back chamber. A vent
is always machined to achieve a static pressure equilibrium in and out of the microphone. When
a low-frequency sound excites the diaphragm deformation, the associated sound pressure in the
back chamber will also experience pressure leakage and heat conduction effects, so that the phase
response of the diaphragm deformation, which is in a linear relationship with the voltage output of the
microphone, will be affected [30].
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Figure 7. Assembly drawing of a condenser microphone.

The 1/12 model of the microphone is built as shown in Figure 8. The vent is divided into six
sections, and the total acoustic impedance of the six sections is equivalent to the vent [31,32]. Only the
effective volume of the air in the back chamber is modeled, and the parameters are consistent with
those given in Table 2. Proper mesh in the diaphragm region is helpful in correct and fast simulation.
Other regions are coarsely meshed, as shown in the figure below.
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Figure 8. (a) The FEA model of the microphone. (b) Sound pressure distribution for the heat conduction
and leaking condition at 0.1 Hz, in which the sound pressure decreases to almost 0.

The boundary conditions of the vent and surrounding walls both for the frequency domain and
the transient simulations are the same as the settings of the pistonphone. The velocity excitation is
also similar to the settings of the pistonphone, except that a 0.5 µm amplitude excitation is applied
to the microphone diaphragm to produce a 32 Pa associated sound pressure at the ideal sealing and
adiabatic conditions.
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Table 2. Properties of a microphone.

Item Symbol Value

Diaphragm radius rm 4.5 mm
Diaphragm tension Tm0 3160 N/m

Diaphragm thickness tm 5 µm
Diaphragm density ρm 8900 kg/m3

Gap h 19 µm
Young’s modulus of diaphragm Em 2.21 × 1011 Pa

Poisson’s ratio of diaphragm νm 0.4
Back-plate radius rBp 3.7 mm

Holes radius rH 0.28 mm
Location of inner holes r1 1.6 mm
Location of outer holes r2 2.8 mm

* Properties of the diaphragm are used in Section 4.

3.2. Results

3.2.1. Results in Frequency Domain

The phase difference between the associated sound pressure and the diaphragm deformation
is shown in Figure 9. Due to the smaller chamber, the pressure leakage and heat conduction effects
of the microphone are more severe than for the pistonphone. In other words, the phase lead will be
larger than that of the pistonphone and will happen at higher frequencies. Therefore, the frequency
is set from 0.1 Hz to 1000 Hz and 1/3 octave for the simulation. Note that the constant 90◦ phase
compensation has already been done.
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Figure 9. Phase difference between the associated sound pressure and the diaphragm deformation of
the microphone.

Similar to the trend of the pistonphone, in the ideal sealing and adiabatic conditions the sound
pressure is synchronized with the diaphragm excitation. In actual cases, the effect of pressure leakage
acting on the sound pressure is more obvious than the heat conduction effect, and will cause the sound
pressure to be 90◦ ahead of the diaphragm deformation at low frequencies. Meanwhile, the heat
conduction effect acts only at middle frequencies.

3.2.2. Results in Time Domain

Transient simulations are performed at 0.1 Hz and 1 Hz. The sound pressure waveforms in two
cycles are obtained as shown in Figure 10.
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waveforms of the associated sound pressure at 0.1 Hz.

Apparently, the pressure leakage and heat conduction effects will not only decrease the amplitude
of the generated sound pressure but also result in the phase lead of the diaphragm deformation.
A greater pressure attenuation will induce a greater phase lead. The results of the transient and
frequency domain analyses can be verified by each other.

4. Joint Simulation of the Calibration Process

4.1. Model Description

Independent transient simulations for the pistonphone and microphone, as shown in Figures 6 and 10,
show that the sound pressure amplitude of both the pistonphone and the microphone will decrease at
low frequencies. Meanwhile, the phase will be ahead of their excitation. Due to the more severe pressure
leakage and heat conduction loss in the microphone, the amplitude attenuation and phase lead are earlier
in microphone than in pistonphone, and thus the phase variation in microphone sensitivity will happen at
low frequencies.

The key to the simulation of the primary calibration process is to apply the calibrating sound
pressure in the pistonphone to the microphone diaphragm. However, the size difference between the
pistonphone and the microphone is quite large; in particular, the equalizing hole of pistonphone, the
vent of microphone, and the gap between the diaphragm and the back-plate are only several microns.
If two models are directly coupled, the calculation is computationally expensive. Therefore, a joint
simulation method is adopted to firstly calculate the calibrating sound pressure in the pistonphone
and then add it to the diaphragm of the microphone model to obtain the desired phase sensitivity of
the microphone.

In addition, depending on whether the vent of microphone is installed in or out of the calibrating
field during calibrations, as shown in Figure 11, the calibration results will be very different. Thus, these
two calibration states are studied. For vent in field calibrations, the sound pressure in the pistonphone
is quite uniform at low frequencies, so that the incident sound pressure on the diaphragm and the outer
end of the vent are both the calibrating sound pressure obtained from the independent pistonphone
simulation. Meanwhile, for vent out field calibrations the incident sound pressure on the outer end of
the vent is 0.

The “Structural mechanics, diaphragm” interface is now added to the microphone model to apply
the calibrating sound pressure on the diaphragm, as shown in Figure 12. The edge of the diaphragm is
set fixed and a tension preload Tm0 is applied to it. The “thermosviscous acoustics-structure boundary”
coupling module is used to couple the diaphragm and the sound field. The “Moving Mesh” interface
is used to accurately simulate the diaphragm vibration [33].
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pressure, as shown in Figure 6, to the microphone diaphragm. The sound pressure has not only an 
amplitude attenuation but also a phase lead against the piston excitation. Since the phase sensitivity 
is the time difference between the calibrating sound pressure and the microphone voltage, the initial 
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Figure 12. Multi-physical joint simulation of the microphone primary calibration.

When the electrical characteristics of the microphone and its matched preamplifier are considered
as constant, the diaphragm deformation of the microphone is equivalent to its voltage output. Therefore,
the phase difference between the diaphragm deformation of the microphone and the calibrating sound
pressure in the pistonphone is the desired phase sensitivity of the microphone.

4.2. Time Domain Simulation

The joint simulation in the time domain needs to apply the time-varying calibrating sound
pressure, as shown in Figure 6, to the microphone diaphragm. The sound pressure has not only an
amplitude attenuation but also a phase lead against the piston excitation. Since the phase sensitivity is
the time difference between the calibrating sound pressure and the microphone voltage, the initial
phase of the sound pressure needs to be wiped off. Therefore, the corrected waveform of the sound
pressure is fitted to the spline curve and then added to the microphone diaphragm to conduct the
simulation. The flow chart of the time domain joint simulation is shown in Figure 13.
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Taking the calibration process at 0.1 Hz as an example, the second order Fourier series is used to
fit the waveform of the calibrating sound pressure, as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Waveform fitting at 0.1 Hz.

The fitting formula is given by:

p = a0 + a1 cos(ωt) + b1 sin(ωt) + a2 cos(2ωt) + b2 sin(2ωt), (5)

where a0 = −7.069, a1 = −1.353, a2 = 11.58, b1 = −3.654, b2 = 147.3, and ω = 0.3156 rad/s.
An independent pistonphone simulation at 0.1 Hz is first conducted to obtain the waveform

of the piston displacement and the calibrating sound pressure, as shown in Figure 15a. Secondly,
the fitting waveform of the calibrating sound pressure is added to the microphone diaphragm and
microphone simulations in both the vent in field and vent out field states are conducted. The diaphragm
deformation of the microphone in the two venting states is shown in Figure 15b.
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By calculating the time difference of the second peak of the voltage output with that of the
calibrating sound pressure, the phase sensitivities of the microphone for the vent in field and vent out
field calibrations are calculated as 1.2◦ and 81.4◦, respectively. It is clear that the microphone phase
sensitivities in the two venting states are quite different at low frequencies.

It can be seen that the diaphragm deformation of the vent in the field calibration shows a more
severe attenuation and phase lead than the vent out field calibration at low frequencies. That is because,
for the vent in field calibration, the vent end is in the pistonphone chamber and bears the calibrating
sound pressure with only a certain delay due to the vent resistance, so that the microphone output
decreases a lot and the 81.4◦ phase lead occurs.

4.3. Frequency Domain Simulation

The time domain simulation can only get the phase sensitivity at a certain frequency, while the
frequency domain simulation will give the whole picture of it, so this is further conducted.
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Firstly, the influence of the microphone geometries on the phase sensitivity of the microphone is
studied, as shown in Figure 16a, while the pistonphone model adopts more realistic heat conduction
and leaking conditions. The sealing features of the microphone are labeled as sealing (seal.), small
leaking (small-leak.) and large leaking (large-leak.). Meanwhile, the heat conduction features are
labeled as adiabatic (adia.) and heat conduction (heat.).Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, 3799 12 of 15 
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Figure 16. (a) Phase sensitivity of the microphone in two venting states, in which the properties of
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properties of the pistonphone change.

Secondly, the influence of the pistonphone geometries on the phase sensitivity of the microphone
is studied, as shown in Figure 16b, while the microphone model adopts more realistic heat conduction
and leaking conditions. The sealing features of the pistonphone are labeled as sealing (seal.) and
leaking (leak.).

From Figure 16, it can be found that the microphone phase sensitivity for the vent in field and
vent out field calibrations differ greatly at low frequencies. A phase lead limit of 90◦ will happen
for the vent in field calibration at very low frequencies, while it is almost unaffected for the vent out
field calibrations. The tiny phase lag for the vent out field calibrations is caused by the diaphragm
pushing the air flow through the hole into the atmosphere. Thus, a sealed microphone will not have
such a phenomenon.

Figure 16a shows the influence of the pressure leakage and heat conduction effects in the
microphone back chamber on its phase sensitivity, while Figure 16b shows the influence of the pressure
leakage and heat conduction effects in the pistonphone on the microphone phase sensitivity. It can be
concluded that the pressure leakage loss in the microphone back chamber is the dominating factor that
affects its phase sensitivity in the vent in field calibrations, while the influence of the heat conduction
effect on the phase sensitivity is much less. The properties of the pistonphone will not affect the phase
sensitivity of the microphone.

4.4. Verification and Planning

The above studies in this paper are pure FEA simulations. It is more convincing if the same
phenomenon can be found experimentally. To the best of our knowledge, the only study that can
partially prove our study is by Franck Larsonner et al., who calibrated the phase frequency response of
MB2005 and MB3 microbarometers. The amplitude and phase responses of the MB2005 microbarometer
and the MB3 microbarometer shows the same tendency [15]. Apparently, the low-frequency phase
characteristics of both microbarometers show a typical phase leading phenomenon. This is in good
agreement with the results of the vent in field calibration, as shown in Figure 16. However, the results
of the vent out field calibration are not given, which may be because the microbarometers are only
used in the air and will be wholly placed in the sound field. Thus, the vent out field calibrations are
not conducted.
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To verify the phase sensitivity of the microphone at low frequencies, an experimental plan is
briefly given as follows. A low frequency microphone with matched preamplifiers (PCD 378A07 and
426E01) will be selected as the research object. A special mounting seat, which can realize both the vent
in field and vent out field calibrations, should be manufactured as shown in Figure 17. The vibration
displacement waveform of the piston will be measured by the laser vibrometer, as shown in Figure 1.
A phase comparison between the voltage output of the microphone and the vibration displacement of
the piston will be made to verify the correctness of the simulation. The above experimental study will
be the next major work for our team.
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5. Conclusions 

The low frequency phase characteristics of microphones are crucial for large-scale natural and 
artificial activity measurements, but their primary calibrations have been grossly overlooked. By 
means of the FEA technique, this paper studies the laser pistonphone-based primary calibration of 
microphones and finds that the generated sound pressures in both the pistonphone and microphone 
show an interesting phase lead (relative to the displacement excitation) at low frequencies due to the 
dominating pressure leakage loss. The diaphragm deformation of the microphone is then affected, 
and its sensitivity varies at low frequencies. Depending on whether its vent is inserted in the 
calibrating sound field or in the outside atmosphere, there are two very different phase sensitivity 
responses of the microphone. A phase lead limit of 90° will happen in vent in field calibrations, but 
the phase lead is almost unaffected in vent out field calibrations. Therefore, depending on whether 
the low-frequency sound in air or in duct is to be measured, the corresponding sensitivities of the 
microphone should be selected as the correction standard. 

Different from the in situ calibration and calibrator methods, which give only the phase 
consistencies of the microphones, the primary calibration-determined phase sensitivity of the 
microphone shows its intrinsic characteristics, and will not be affected by the installation change of 
the monitoring system. Therefore, it is recommended to obtain the primary phase sensitivity of the 
microphone before serving. 
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5. Conclusions

The low frequency phase characteristics of microphones are crucial for large-scale natural and
artificial activity measurements, but their primary calibrations have been grossly overlooked. By means
of the FEA technique, this paper studies the laser pistonphone-based primary calibration of microphones
and finds that the generated sound pressures in both the pistonphone and microphone show an
interesting phase lead (relative to the displacement excitation) at low frequencies due to the dominating
pressure leakage loss. The diaphragm deformation of the microphone is then affected, and its sensitivity
varies at low frequencies. Depending on whether its vent is inserted in the calibrating sound field or in
the outside atmosphere, there are two very different phase sensitivity responses of the microphone.
A phase lead limit of 90◦ will happen in vent in field calibrations, but the phase lead is almost unaffected
in vent out field calibrations. Therefore, depending on whether the low-frequency sound in air or in
duct is to be measured, the corresponding sensitivities of the microphone should be selected as the
correction standard.

Different from the in situ calibration and calibrator methods, which give only the phase
consistencies of the microphones, the primary calibration-determined phase sensitivity of the
microphone shows its intrinsic characteristics, and will not be affected by the installation change of
the monitoring system. Therefore, it is recommended to obtain the primary phase sensitivity of the
microphone before serving.
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